ProSeam CL
The toughest, most durable, and easiest to install seam felt for cylinder machine applications

FAST SEAMING
LONG LIFE

Premium Cylinder Felt Technology
ProSeam CL seam felt technology is specially engineered and constructed for maximum durability and rapid seam installation on cylinder board applications. This lightweight design provides the drainage requirements to retain its permeability and operate cleaner throughout its life. The plied monofilament machine direction yarns provide the highest available seam strength on the market today.

The ProSeam CL is also engineered with Xerium’s Endura seam support technology to provide excellent resistance to flap wear. ProSeam CL is built specifically to deliver excellent performance and economic life on cylinder making positions.

**Product Features and Benefits**
- Plied monofilament machine direction yarns for 25% more seam strength than conventional cylinder felts
- Easy seaming for faster installation
- Endura enhanced seam reinforcement and batt anchorage
- Low flow resistance for maximum water handling
- Compaction resistant weave structure for steady state performance
- Wear resistant fiber technology
- Improved dimensional stability for more consistent and resilient performance

For more information contact your Xerium representative, or visit Xerium.com.